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1 Introduction 

The supersymmetric CP problem has emerged as one of the naturalness prob- 

lems for the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). The present 

bounds on the electric dipole moments of atoms [I], molecules [2], and the 

neutron [3], restrict the the CP violating phases discussed below to be less 

than c3( 10e2 - 10m3) over much of the MSSM parameter space [4, 51. A num- 

ber of possible “solutions” to this problem have been suggested. In super- 

gravity mediated supersymmetry breaking scenarios, if the MSSM remains 

the effective theory up to the Planck scale, it might be that the SUSY CP 

phases vanish at the Planck scale. The phases induced from the Kobayashi- 

Maskawa phase under renormalization group evolution are then sufficiently 

small at low energy [6]. However, in GUT theories much larger phases are 

induced from running between the Planck and GUT scales since the left and 

right handed quarks and leptons generally fall within the same multiplets 

[7]. Alternatively, if the superpartner masses are O(TeV) the bound on the 

phases is largely eliminated [8]. Finally, in scenarios with low energy gauge 

mediated SUSY breaking, the SUSY phases simply do not arise in many 

classes of models [9]. 

Here we point out that promoting the phases to dynamical variables can 

naturally lead to relaxation of the vacuum to (or near) a CP conserving 

point. This is an extension of the recent suggestion that the SUSY-flavor 

problem may be reduced by promoting flavor rotations among squarks to 

dynamical variables [lo]. In this context it can be seen as a direct extension 

of the Peccei-Quinn mechanism for relaxation of the QCD vacuum angle 

[ll, 12, 131. In fact, DFSZ type axion models [13] can naturally arise if there 

is a spontaneously broken global U( 1) s y mmetry in the SUSY breaking sector. 

The existence of additional global U(1) symmetries in the SUSY breaking 

sector can naturally lead to the relaxation mechanism proposed here for the 

SUSY CP phases. 
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2 CP Violating Phases in the MSSM 

Before discussing the relaxation mechanism, let us first review the origin of 

the CP violating phases in the MSSM. Since we are mainly interested in the 

flavor conserving phases we will work under the universality anzatz. With 

universality, four additional phases appear beyond the Kobayashi-Maskawa 

phase and QCD vacuum angle of the standard model. The first arises in the 

superpotential Higgs Dirac mass parameter b, 

W = ,uH,H, (1) 

The remaining phases arise in the coefficients of the soft SUSY breaking 

parameters tin, A, and mT2, 

,C = -irnAXX - A (h,QHuii - hdQHdd- h,LHde) - mT,H,Hd + h.c. (2) 

where X are the gauginos, and h; the Yukawa couplings. Only two of the 

four phases are physical CP violating phases [14]. This is most readily seen 

by noticing that in the absence of non-gauge interactions there are two addi- 

tional flavor conserving global U( 1) s y mmetries in the MSSM, a Peccei-Quinn 

and R Peccei-Quinn symmetry [15]. Selection rules for the symmetries may 

therefore be used if the dimensionful parameters in the couplings given above 

which break the symmetries are treated as spurions with charges assigned to 

compensate those of the fields, as given in table 1. The selection rules limit 

the combinations of dimensionful parameters that can appear in a physical 

amplitude. Treating the dimensionful parameters as insertions, these are 

w4m;2)*7 AcL(mf2)*, A*m (3) 

Among these there are two linearly independent phases which may be taken 

to be Arg(Ap(mT,)*) and Arg(A*mx). 
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Table 1: Peccei-Quinn and R charges of spurions and fields. 



3 Relaxation of the Phases 

In order to motivate the relaxation solution to the SUSY CP problem it is 

instructive to review the role of nonlinearly realized global symmetries in this 

context. The non-supersymmetric standard model has, at the renormalizable 

level, two accidental global symmetries, namely baryon and lepton number. 

If these symmetries are realized nonlinearly there are Goldstone bosons which 

couple to the associated currents. However, if the scale of spontaneous sym- 

metry breaking is large enough, the Goldstone bosons decouple and there 

are no effects at low energy [16]. The two Higgs doublet model has, in the 

absence of an rnf2H,H,j term, an additional global Peccei-Quinn symmetry 

at the classical level [ll]. This symmetry has a quantum mechanical anomaly 

with respect to &CD, so t!?QC, shifts under a Peccei-Quinn transformation. 

If this symmetry is realized in the Goldstone mode, i.e. Arg(m;,) is a dy- 

namical variable, the associated pseudo-Goldstone boson (the axion) receives 

a potential from the explicit breaking due to the anomaly. It is technically 

natural that this potential is an extremum at points of enhanced symme- 

try. This is because if the symmetry is realized (nonlinearly or otherwise) in 

the relevant degrees of freedom, then the lowest order term in the potential 

near a symmetry point is bilinear in the fields. If such points are in fact 

minima, then since $QCD + -gQ,, under CP, the axion can relax to a CP 

conserving point, ~QCD = 0 or r. The explicit breaking from the anomaly 

comes from a marginal operator, the topological charge density. Since QCD 

is asymptotically free, the low energy long distance dynamics can in principle 

determine the potential for the axion (as is usually implicitly assumed). Here 

low energy refers to the standard model particle content with renormalizable 

interactions. It is important to note that there can be additional explicit 

breakings from high energy short distance physics, which may disturb the 

alignment. High energy refers to for example GUT or Planck scale physics, 

which may contain additional degrees of freedom which do not conserve CP 
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with respect to the low energy theory. However, in order for the mechanism 

to work, one must assume the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is respected by the 

high energy physics to a sufficiently high order in irrelevant operators [17]. 

The solution of the SUSY-CP problem we propose is to promote the 

phases appearing in (1) and (2) to dynamical variables. The soft terms of 

course arise from couplings with the SUSY breaking sector. Since the p term 

must be of order the weak scale, the only reasonable assumption is that it too 

arises from a coupling to the SUSY breaking sector. Promoting the phases to 

dynamical variables therefore amounts to postulating the existence of sponta- 

neously broken global symmetries in the SUSY breaking sector. The phases 

in (1) and (2) are then the Goldstone bosons of these nonlinearly realized 

symmetries. In general all the phases need not be dynamical. However, for 

now we make the “maximal” assumption that all four phases are dynamical 

and investigate the consequences. As we show below, one phase is analogous 

to baryon and lepton number in that it is respected at the renormalizable 

level by couplings to the visible sector. The Goldstone boson which could 

be associated with this symmetry therefore has no effect at low energy if the 

SUSY breaking scale is large enough. A second symmetry is analogous to 

the Peccei-Quinn symmetry in the two Higgs doublet model, and can lead to 

the Peccei-Quinn mechanism for the relaxation of ~Q,D [18] (if respected to 

high enough order). The remaining two phases are the physical SUSY CP 

violating phases. As we show below any symmetries associated with these 

turn out to be explicitly broken by couplings with the visible sector. Inte- 

grating out the visible sector then produces a potential with minima near 

CP conserving points for the phases. This leads to a relaxation mechanism 

analogous to the Peccei-Quinn mechanism. 

The relaxation mechanism requires that the vacuum energy be a min- 

imum at (or near) a CP conserving point for the phases (3). The global 

symmetries associated with the phases must therefore be explicitly broken 

by some couplings. The possible terms appearing in the vacuum energy which 
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depend on the phases are limited by the selection rules given above. Treating 

the dimensionful parameters as background spurions and including the Higgs 

bosons, which acquire an expectation value at low energy, the possible phase 

dependent terms are 

&HuHd h-+42>* 

where each term appears with + h.c., and A is a dimensionful scale discussed 

below. In general there are contributions to the terms above from both long 

and short distance physics. The long distance contributions from light de- 

grees of freedom come from diagrams such as those given in Figs. l-4. Just 

on dimensional grounds all the terms in (4), except the last one, correspond 

to marginal operators. For the marginal operators, at worst, all logarithmic 

energy scales contribute equally to the coefficients. The contributions from 

integrating out light degrees of freedom can therefore dominate the short 

distance contributions by C7(ln(A2/m$)), where mw is the weak scale and 

A is the scale at which SUSY breaking is transmitted to the visible sector 

(A N MP in hidden sector models). In this case the breaking of the global 

symmetries can come mainly from the visible sector, and need not be par- 

ticularly sensitive to short distance physics. This relative insensitivity to 

short distance physics is in contrast to the situation for dynamical squark 

flavor matrices [lo], dynamical Yukawa couplings [19, 201, or a dynamical 

determination of the SUSY breaking scale in no-scale type models [21, 221; 

in these cases the potential is quadratically sensitive to the short distance 

physics [23]. Likewise here, the last term in (4) corresponds to a relevant 

operator. Integrating out light degrees of freedom therefore gives (in the ab- 

sence of a regulator) a quadratically divergent contribution to the operator, 
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proportional to A2. An example of such a three loop diagram is obtained 

from Fig. 3. with H, contracted with H:. Because of the quadratic diver- 

gence, this contribution to the vacuum energy is very sensitive to the short 

distance physics. This sensitivity implies the precise description of the short 

distance contribution is in fact scheme dependent. For example, in dimen- 

sional regularization there are no quadratic divergences, and the A2 piece 

comes from the matching conditions at the scale A. The potential for the 

phase Arg(A*mx) is therefore essentially determined by physics at the scale 

A. 

Now consider the form of the potential arising from (4) for the Gold- 

stone bosons associated to the CP violating phases in (3). First note that 

in the ground state the mT2HUHd term in the potential fixes Arg(H,&) = 

-Arg(mT,). Ignoring for the moment the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase and any 

flavor changing phases, the long distance contributions of the types given in 

Figs. l-4 to the marginal operators then all go like 

c cim& cos (& + Si) (5) 
i 

where c; is the magnitude of the ith diagram, and 4(1 = Arg(m~~(m~,)*) 

or Arg(Ap(my,)*). Since the only CP violating phase in the lowest order 

diagrams is the phase & itself, Si = 0 or 7r. The lowest order long distance 

contributions to the vacuum energy therefore necessarily have minima at CP 

conserving points. For the relevant operator the lowest order contributions 

go like 

c cirnkA” cos(4 + &) (6) 
i 

where 4 = Arg(A*mx). Again, the long distance contributions, such as that 

in Fig. 3, give & = 0 or 7r. 

The short distance pieces, however, in general have arbitrary S. In order 

to proceed without simply assuming a tuning of the short distance phases we 

must therefore assume that the global symmetry associated with Arg(A*mx) 
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is realized in the short distance physics at the scale A. In addition we must 

assume that the short distance physics has the same definition of CP as the 

long distance physics, so that the potential has extrema at the CP conserving 

points, S = 0 or 7r [24]. This could occur for example if CP is a symmetry of 

the full theory, and only broken spontaneously below the scale A. In string 

theory, where CP is a symmetry [25], with hidden sector SUSY breaking 

this could occur if the scale of spontaneous CP violation is between the 

Planck and intermediate SUSY breaking scale MI N 
4 

mwMp. Note that 

without the relaxation mechanism the soft parameters and p would not in 

general be real in this case. With these assumptions about the short distance 

physics, since the combinations of phases that appear in the vacuum energy 

are precisely-those that appear in any CP odd observable, there is a ground 

state in which all physical amplitudes (proportional to the terms in (3)) are 

CP conserving. This can also be seen by starting from the original basis for 

the phases in (1) and (2). Ups and U(~)R-PQ redefinitions may always 

be used to transform to a basis in which any two of the phases vanish, for 

example 4~ = &:, = 0. In the CP conserving ground state the alignment of 

Arg(A*mx) then forces &x = 0 or ;TT, and the alignment of Arg(Ap(mq,)*) 

forces $cL = 0 or 7r. 

The alignment of the phases described above can be disturbed in a num- 

ber of ways. Higher order loop diagrams of light degrees of freedom can be 

proportional to products of the invariants (4), and therefore have potentials 

proportional to cos(n& f n’4p + 6). These however are suppressed by at 

least two additional loop factors and do not shift the CP conserving min- 

ima. The Kobayashi-Maskawa phase can in principle shift the minimum of 

the potential from a CP conserving point. To form the Jarlskog invariant 

J = Im(I&Vt~&V$) however requires at least four su(2) gauge couplings. 

This requires at least two additional loops compared with the lowest order 

diagrams, and is therefore down by at least O((a/47~)~J). GIM suppres- 

sion among the squarks would reduce this contribution even further. The 
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Kobayashi-Maskawa phase therefore does not significantly shift the minima 

from CP conserving points. The alignment can also be disturbed by explicit 

breaking by the short distance physics of both CP symmetry and the global 

symmetries in the hidden sector which make the phases dynamical. Here, 

just as for the Peccei-Quinn mechanism, we must assume that the minimum 

is not shifted to high enough order in irrelevant operators. However, since 

the bound on the phases is 0(10e2 - 10m3) this is not nearly as restrictive 

as for the axion. 

4 The Physical (Pseudo)-Goldstone Bosons 

The physical- pseudo-Goldstone bosons are related to the phases by & = 

G,/f,. The decay constants fa are essentially the expectation values for 

fields in the SUSY breaking sector which transform under the symmetries. 

All the Goldstone bosons couple to the visible sector through dimensionful 

couplings with a suppression of l/f , 

L = -$mA[e'Q*a+~lf~~~ - (Al eiQAada f fa (h,QH,‘U. - hdQHdd - h,LHdZ) 

- Irn:, IeiQuda4aifa H,Hd + h.c. (8) 

where the Qia depend on the global charge assignments in the SUSY breaking 

sector. For f above the weak scale the Goldstone bosons are essentially 

“invisible” to laboratory experiments. The masses for the Goldstone bosons 

corresponding to SUSY CP violating phases depend on the magnitude of 

(4) and the decay constant. The mass for the linear combination lifted by 

the marginal operators is then mG N (JG+Wf, where a/47r counts 

the loop factor, while the mass for the combination lifted by the relevant 

operator is ?nG N mwA/f. In the universal case with four dynamical phases, 

due to the U(1) pQ and U(~)R-PQ symmetries of the 1-1 and soft terms, the two 
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linear combinations of phases orthogonal to the physical SUSY CP violating 

phases do not receive a perturbative potential from coupling with the visible 

sector (4). One linear combination is anomaly free with respect to &CD, and 

so receives a potential only from any explicit breaking from short distance 

physics. The other linear combination is anomalous and receives a potential 

from the QCD topological charge density. If this symmetry is respected by 

the short distance physics to high enough order in irrelevant operators, the 

Goldstone boson just acts as an invisible axion with mass m N rnn fn/f, 

thereby solving the strong CP problem. The Peccei-Quinn mechanism can 

therefore be wedded with the proposal to solve the SUSY CP problem by 

postulating global symmetries in the SUSY breaking sector. 

Depending on the mechanism which transmits SUSY breaking to the 

visible sector, f could be anywhere between just above the weak scale to 

the Planck scale. One possibility is a renormalizable hidden sector in which 

SUSY is broken in the flat space limit, but transmitted to the visible sector 

by gravitational strength interactions. The scalar expectation values in the 

hidden sector are then of order the SUSY breaking scale, f N MI N $GGg. 

If, as suggested above, both the axion and the pseudo-Goldstone bosons 

responsible for relaxing the SUSY CP phases all arise from spontaneously 

broken global symmetries in the SUSY breaking sector, then apparently this 

type of hidden sector naturally gives a decay constant in the “axion window” 

allowed by astrophysical and cosmological bounds on the axion [26]. From (8) 

it is apparent that this axion couples both as a hadronic axion [12] through 

the gluino mass term and as a DFSZ axion [13] through the scalar Higgs 

term. Note that the small coupling introduced in the original DFSZ models 

by hand appears here automatically as mw/f. With this type of hidden 

sector the pseudo-Goldstone bosons associated with the SUSY CP violating 

phases do not lead to excessive cooling of astrophysical systems, and are 

heavier than the axion and therefore not overproduced in the early universe. 

With a renormalizable hidden sector it turns out that A terms arise only 
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from Kahler potential couplings and are always real [27]. In this case there 

are only three possible dynamical phases in the universal case, thereby elimi- 

nating the (potentially massless) anomaly free linear combination. One may 

be tempted to identify one of the required Goldstone bosons with the R 

axion which plays a role in all known models of dynamical SUSY breaking 

based on a nonperturbative superpotential. However, for a renormalizable 

hidden sector, cancelation of the cosmological constant by adjustment of the 

superpotential, explicitly breaks the R symmetry [28]. 

It is also worth noting that in renormalizable hidden sector models the 

heavier pseudo-Goldstone boson has a sizeable mass, m N MI. This is 

because of the sensitivity of the relevant operator to physics at the scale 

A N Mp. The mass in other types of SUSY breaking sectors is parametri- 

cally less than the intrinsic SUSY breaking scale. 

Another possibility is a nonrenormalizable hidden sector in which SUSY is 

restored in the flat space limit. In this case the fields can have f N Mp. With 

a nonrenormalizable hidden sector it is possible to cancel the cosmological 

constant by adjusting the Kahler potential without explicitly violating R 

symmetry. It it is then possible in principle to identify the R axion with one 

of the Goldstone bosons. If both the axion and pseudo-Goldstone bosons 

arise from spontaneously broken global symmetries in this type of hidden 

sector, they will generally be overproduced in the early universe. They may 

be diluted by a period of very late inflation however [29]. 

One interesting consequence of the relaxation mechanism for the SUSY 

CP phases is the possibility of a long range force. If the minimum of the 

potential does not align precisely with a CP conserving point, & # 0 or 7r, 

the interactions (8) lead to scalar couplings of the pseudo-Goldstone bosons to 

matter proportional to mass. This gives rise to a coherent potential between 

macroscopic bodies 

(9) 
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where g - O(1) is a dimensionless coupling which depends on the charges 

appearing in (8), $0 is the minimum of the phase potential mod 7rTT, and m-l 

is the Compton wavelength. The (lighter) Goldstone boson, which receives a 

mass from the marginal operators, gives the longest range force. For f - Mp 

the Compton wavelength is 0(10-r - 100) cm, and is weaker than gravity by 

roughly the factor $a. 2 As argued above, the shift in the potential from long 

distance physics can be quite small in the universal case, but short distance 

physics or non-universality can in principle disturb the alignment. Notice 

that for 4s # 0 the magnitude of CP odd observables, such as electric dipole 

moments, is correlated with the strength of the long range force. This may 

be the best laboratory signal for the relaxation mechanism. 

5 Conclusions 

Promoting the SUSY CP phases to dynamical variables allows the possibil- 

ity that the vacuum can relax to a ground state at or near a CP conserving 

point for these phases. The long distance contribution to the potential for 

the flavor conserving phases can in fact have a minimum near a CP conserv- 

ing point. Although not calculable in the low energy theory, it is technically 

natural that the short distance potential also lies near a CP conserving point. 

Promoting the phases to dynamical variables amounts to postulating the ex- 

istence of spontaneously broken global symmetries in the SUSY breaking 

sector. This requires protecting (in the limit of decoupling the visible sector) 

some compact flat directions in the SUSY breaking sector, which is of course 

possible with symmetries. This is in contrast to some other mechanisms 

for dynamically determining low energy parameters which require protecting 

noncompact flat directions in the presence of SUSY breaking. Noncompact 

symmetries can do this at the classical level, but are generally violated quan- 

tum mechanically. Also note that since the relaxation of these phases requires 

global symmetries in the SUSY breaking sector, other CP violating phases 
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unrelated to this sector, such as the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase, of course 

need not be dynamical. Finally, the mechanism for the relaxation of the 

SUSY CP violating phases is a generalization of the Peccei-Quinn mecha- 

nism for the solution of the strong CP problem. 

After this work was completed it was brought to our attention that Ref. 

[30] considered the possibility of dynamical phases in models of moduli dom- 

inated supersymmetry breaking. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. One loop contribution to the vacuum energy proportional to mxpH,Hd+ 
h.c. Contracting H, and Hd gives a two loop contribution proportional 
to m~~(rn~,)* + h.c. 

Figure 2. One loop contribution to the vacuum energy proportional to ApH, Hd+ 
h.c. Contracting H,, and Hd gives a two loop contribution proportional 
to A,u(m&)* + h.c. 

Figure 3. Two loop contribution to the vacuum energy proportional to 
mxpHuHd + h.c. and A*mxHiH, + h.c. Contracting H, and Hz gives 
a quadratically divergent contribution proportional to A*mx + h.c.. 

Figure 4. A three loop contribution to the vacuum energy proportional to 
Ap(mT2)* + h.c. 
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